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normact�ve's note

New era begins for NORMACTIVE! 

New corporate identity, new website, new

marketing communication... It is all gathered

together to express who we really are and

what we bring to market for our customers. 

2020 has been a challenging year for many.

Through all the ups and downs, in between

necessary lockdowns and strict precautions we

managed to invest time and energy for

creating new products while maintaining the

business we already had running.

During this time, we were once more

convinced that “knowing” is the greatest

........... 

power. Because knowing the reasons behind

of incidents illuminates the way of being

prepared. We need to have a better

understanding of the world of natural

cosmetic active ingredients. This is why we

launch NORMAG. To know more, to be

prepared better.

In our first issue, we cover what does an active

ingredient actually do in a formulation, the

concept of true beauty and one of the most

vital problems of the century: air pollution.

Enjoy!
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That phrase we heard in the fairy tale and we all

know is ‘mirror mirror on the wall who's the fairest

of them all ’. Maybe none of us are the Evil Queen

in Snow White, but whether we are male or

female, we care about our reflection in the mirror

as much as she does. According to research, we

spend an average of 54 minutes a day in front of

the mirror. It might sound too long, however,

review your daily activities: maybe you're looking

at your reflection and talking, putting on makeup,

shaving or examining yourself. So, does the person

we see in the mirror really describe your beauty?

No way. True beauty is not about how we look but

how we feel. Unfortunately, culture, society and

social media as a part of our lives do not think so.

This situation causes relentless beauty pressure.

true
beauty
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The passion of feeling beautiful and beauty

pressure is not just a situation today, on the

contrary, it goes back centuries. These

thoughts have pushed everyone to use

different techniques and take care of

themselves. For example, while black powder

-kohl- was used as eyeliner in the Persian

Empire, Cleopatra who fascinated everyone

with her beauty in Egypt was making a face

mask with sea sand. In Japanese culture,

safflower leaves and rice powder would color

the face. However, various detrimental events

happened for beauty. One condition of

belonging to the aristocratic class in Europe

was to appear white. The use of powders

containing arsenic and white lead caused

many deaths. These actions also created one

of the world's largest industries: the cosmetics

industry. 

The one-type body and beauty which has

been going on for centuries and whose

qualities change from time to time have been

instilled into society by the cosmetics industry

and fashion world. Fortunately, concrete steps

have been taken to leave these oppressive

days behind. Cosmetic industry brands are

now relinquishing women of one-type to

promote their products. This embracing

behavior makes customers more self-

confident. Thus, we started to use cosmetic

products to express ourselves and feel good,

not to be like the people in advertisements.

This behavior not only reduced the pressure

on women but also increased the demand of

male costumers.
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Beauty is in the

eye of the

beholder.

As the NORMACTIVE family, we have created our

philosophy to reduce the beauty pressure and we

are against the beauty norms imposed. That's why

we say: create your own beauty norm! We are well

aware that beauty is not defined by weight, age

or ethnicity. Beauty never fits into a mold and has

no rules. True beauty is feeling happy and free just

because you are yourself. However, sometimes

external factors have an effect on our

appearance and they can delay our reconciliation

with ourselves. Sun spots from summer vacation,

....

wrinkles caused by increased air pollution, hair

shed because of stress, skin problems due to junk

food... Taking precautions should be our number

one priority to take a good care of our skin and

hair. NORMACTIVE will help you achieve this goal!

We focus on the product ranges that reverse and

prevent negative effects of these external factors.

NORMACTIVE creates high performance natural

cosmetic active ingredients which serve a specific

purpose in benefiting the skin and hair.
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There is no doubt that the air quality of our

environment has been worsened as a

predominant consequence of urbanisation. The

World Health Organisation (WHO) reported that

this ambient —outdoor— air pollution caused 4.2

million premature deaths in 2016 worldwide [1].

Of these, according to WHO estimations,

ischaemic heart disease and strokes are the

main reason; this aftermath is caused by

exposure of the skin to the fine particulate

matter (PM), gases such as ozone, nitrogen

dioxide and sulphur dioxide [2]. Small

particulates can too exert debilitating effects on

the skin itself. Not only do these particulates

themselves ignite skin damage and ageing but

also other pollutants transported on those

originated from incomplete burning of organic

material or industrial gases accelerate the skin

degeneration [3].

a�r
pollut�on
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PM is subclassed into three types depending

on the size: ultrafine particles (< PM0.1), fine

particles (PM2.5) and coarse particles

(PM10), where subscripts indicate the size of

the particles in microns. Aside from the

positive correlation between outdoor PM

concentration and its impact on the skin [4],

the indoor PM arises from daily domestic

routines such as cooking and heating has

also been identified as a risk factor for skin

health [5]. According to the two research

conducted in China, apparent wrinkle

formation on the face and back of hands

were found to be caused by PM2.5 due to

cooking on solid-fuel stoves regardless of the

age of the subjects [6,7]. On the other side

of the sphere, indoor air pollution derived

from tobacco smoke, paints, varnishes etc.

has been shown to elevate health problems

as well [8]. Growing evidence supports that

both ambient and indoor pollutants generate

oxidative stress by inflammation and reactive

oxygen species (ROS), disturbing the

mitochondrial homeostasis. Particulates,

essentially ultrafine particulates, carrying

organic chemicals and metals localise in

mitochondria, generating ROS; therefore,

leading to collagen degradation on the skin

as well as PI3K-mediated DNA damage [6]: a

family of enzymes that mediate cellular

response. This impairment in the crosstalk

between mitochondria and nucleus is

postulated to be the main factor in skin

degradation.
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Nonetheless, the exact mechanism of action of

how this response is triggered remains unclear.

Despite various suggested hypotheses, particulate

matters, especially PM2.5, indirectly affect

outside-to-inside signalling pathways, and ozone

activates cytochrome p450—a superfamily of

enzymes that is crucial in the clearance of various

compounds— through Aryl hydrocarbon receptor

[9].

A more comprehensive study by Dijkhoff et al.

(2020; refer to Table 1 and Table 2) collated

barrier functions of the skin as well as the impact

of various size of PMs on the skin [10]. Fast-

forwarding a bunch of terminologies, a

straightforward action has been suggested via

penetration through the stratum corneum.

In the last decade or two, several studies have

explained that exposure to fine pollutants was

associated with the spotting of pigments on the

forehead and cheek [11,13]. The skin surface,

stratum corneum, is most susceptible to air

pollution. Colonised with microorganisms, the

........ 

microbiome composition varies slightly among

individuals and body parts depending on age, diet,

lifestyle and environmental factors. The skin

microbiome is also known to be linked with the

immune system and supports overall human health.

The presence of pollutants alters the microbiome

for the benefit of pathogenic microorganisms [14].

Once pollutants settle on the skin surface and thus

blocking the pores, the pollutant layer creates

anaerobic conditions: the ideal environment for

the growth of pathogenic bacteria. The skin

responds to growing pathogens by boosting

sebum secretion but concomitantly depleting

vitamin E content. When the healthy microbiome is

replaced with the pathogenic bacteria, pollutants

can then permeate through the deeper layers of

the skin, followed by antioxidant depletion due to

the excessive production of reactive oxygen

species. These cascade of events altogether

cause pro-inflammatory cytokine production that

gives rise to skin lesion and deterioration of the

skin integrity [15].
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Birds became

unwitting feather

dusters, collecting

the particulate

matter.

This is where anti-pollution approaches come into

play. Strategies should be designed to prevent,

reduce or eliminate pollution—according to the

medical definition in the Merriam-Webster

dictionary (Retrieved in November 2020). So, the

very first step in an effective anti-pollution routine is

combating with the pollutants by cleansing to

remove substances accumulated on the skin. But

when doing so, one must be careful not to further

disturb the natural barrier—sebum—function when

cleansing the skin. Facial or body scrubs ideally not

recommended, a thorough cleansing practice

would be sufficient to protect the skin well. Another

way in protecting the skin against the pollutants is

...            

the isolation of the epidermis, the first barrier in

contact with the pollutants, through the formation

of a non-blocking film on the skin surface. Adding

an extra non-occlusive layer will help blockade the

direct contact with airborne pollutants. Not only

do these precautions provide a barrier from

pollutants but also they help restore the microbial

equilibrium to prevent bacteria colonisation that

may cause acne, and to mitigate post-

inflammatory pigmentation. Nonetheless, one

should keep in mind that the preventive methods

may cause dryness of the skin, so applying

appropriate moisturisers may help to keep the skin

hydrated.
10
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Another approach in preventing the skin against

airborne pollution is to incorporate antioxidants into

anti-pollution formulations. Antioxidants will fight

against free radicals formed by exposure of skin to

pollutants or UV. Not to mention, anti-pollution

preventive measures, hence, should have sufficient

UVA and UVB protection [2]. 

Despite Sars-CoV-2 pandemic have confined most

of us indoors and let nature to regenerate itself, the

fact of growing air pollution is beyond measures and

has alarmed the world as the largest environmental

health risk factor. The impact of ambient air

pollution on the skin is still a premature research

field, nevertheless, the adverse effects of airborne

pollution are visible. However, further research to

assess the debilitating effects of pollutants on the

skin should be conducted for both short- and long-

term exposure of the skin. More evidence would

therefore suggest developing reasonable strategies

to prevent these effects on the skin.
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Figure 1: Anti-pollution strategies developed against environmental factors 
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POLLUFENCE™ is designed to minimize the negativePOLLUFENCE™ is designed to minimize the negative

effects of air pollution on the skin. Iteffects of air pollution on the skin. It    protects skin cellsprotects skin cells

against UV, which is the pollution that we are mostagainst UV, which is the pollution that we are most

exposed to during the day. POLLUFENCE™ repairs theexposed to during the day. POLLUFENCE™ repairs the

skin cells against B[a]P and reduces the ROS productionskin cells against B[a]P and reduces the ROS production

caused by B[a]P. Clinical studies have shown that in justcaused by B[a]P. Clinical studies have shown that in just

28 days, POLLUFENCE™ reduces UV spots, evens out28 days, POLLUFENCE™ reduces UV spots, evens out

skin texture and decreases porphyrins.skin texture and decreases porphyrins.  

t�me for at�me for a
change of a�rchange of a�r



You are safe in the city

with POLLUFENCE™
watch now!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j9UZ28TXHDM&ab_channel=NORMACTIVE


How long have active ingredients been used?

Did women in ancient Egypt use rose water to

moisturize their skin, when women in South Asia

used coconut oil to keep their hair healthy and

shiny thousands of years ago?

What are active ingredients that we hear a lot

about? Here is the NORMAG December Issue

with Active Ingredients...

Human beings have had a desire to look

beautiful and be attractive since time

immemorial. For this reason, the use of cosmetics

has continued to increase since ancient times to

the present.
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The ingredients of cosmetic products have a

wide variety of properties. Imagine going to

a cosmetics store and browsing an entire

shelf; moisturizers, anti-acne products, anti-

hyperpigmentation products, anti-aging

creams, hair volume-enhancing shampoos,

nourishing oils... Is it the tiny particles in each

product that make it different? In cosmetics,

we can call the ingredients that cause a

measurable desired change on the skin or

hair 'active ingredients'. These ingredients

provide different functions to cosmetic

formulations. Until the 1980s, cosmetics were

used to moisturize, soften the skin or as a

make-up material. These substances, whose

effects are on the surface of the skin, are

called classical cosmetics. They do not

change the structure and functions of the

area where it is applied - that is, they show

their effects only on the surface. Our

expectation from today's cosmetic products

is that they create a deeper effect. In order

to achieve this effect, some substances that

support cell regeneration, nourish and

moisturize the skin, accelerate blood

circulation and protect the skin from the sun

are added to these cosmetics to benefit

from their positive effects on the structure

and functions of the skin. The effect

mentioned here is provided by active

ingredients. Active ingredients show their

effect when absorbed into the live epidermis

or dermis layers of the skin. This does not fit

the classic cosmetics definition used in the

1980s and gives rise to a new term:

Cosmeceuticals
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Cosmetics +

Pharmaceuticals

=Cosmeceuticals

Cosmeceuticals form a bridge between cosmetics

and medicines. Cosmeceuticals do not include

compounds that require medical supervision and

exhibit significant drug activity. Examples of

cosmeceutical products: Mouthwashes,

antiperspirants, sunscreens, dandruff shampoos,

skin blemishes, cellulite creams. They contain

active ingredients such as cosmeceuticals,

vitamins, phytochemicals, enzymes, antioxidants

and essential oils.  ‘Cosmeceuticals’, ‘active

cosmetics’, and ‘dermapharmaceuticals’ are

..........

legally accepted as "cosmetic".

Cosmeceuticals  are not recognize by the FDA, but

this term is used by physicians and skincare

professionals. The active ingredients’ sources are

limited to plants, bacteria and synthetic sources,

but day by day, biotechnology has begun to play

an important role in obtaining active ingredients.

Biotechnology contributes to the development of

more effective and efficient methods for the

production of active ingredients. 
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Nature is our muse and phytochemicals are our mission.Nature is our muse and phytochemicals are our mission.

Research into phytochemical world in plants ledResearch into phytochemical world in plants led

Normactive create natural ingredients with enrichedNormactive create natural ingredients with enriched

active groups.active groups.    With the synergy of immense productWith the synergy of immense product

development process and a great respect for nature,development process and a great respect for nature,

Normactive continues to develop high performanceNormactive continues to develop high performance

natural active ingredients whose efficacy arenatural active ingredients whose efficacy are

scientifically confirmed by independent test institutesscientifically confirmed by independent test institutes

Visit our Visit our websitewebsite now to discover more about us! now to discover more about us!

NORMACTIVENORMACTIVE
natural cosmet�c act�vesnatural cosmet�c act�ves

http://normactive.com/
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DISCLAIMER

NORMAG is a digital mini magazine that is released by NORMACTIVE Cosmetics Inc. It is strictly forbidden for any third party to reproduce or use it without permission in

any other forms such as printed matter and/or online content.

@normactivecosmeticsNORMACTIVE normactive.com normag@normactive.com
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